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The service and application of a network is a behavioral process that is oriented toward its operations and
tasks, whose metrics and evaluation are still somewhat of a rough comparison. This paper describes sce-
nes of network behavior as differential manifolds. Using the homeomorphic transformation of smooth
differential manifolds, we provide a mathematical definition of network behavior and propose a mathe-
matical description of the network behavior path and behavior utility. Based on the principle of differen-
tial geometry, this paper puts forward the function of network behavior and a calculation method to
determine behavior utility, and establishes the calculation principle of network behavior utility. We also
provide a calculation framework for assessment of the network’s attack-defense confrontation on the
strength of behavior utility. Therefore, this paper establishes a mathematical foundation for the objective
measurement and precise evaluation of network behavior.
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1. Introduction

To achieve precise evaluation of a system or project, it is vitally
important to establish a quantitative evaluation index system and
a corresponding accurate metric value. Utility is a fundamental
metric indicator for characterizing the performance of systems or
projects, and is widely used in various kinds of assessment for sys-
tems or projects at different levels. In normal physical systems,
utility is an ‘‘energy” characteristic, which can be computed com-
prehensively by applying physical principles and parameters.
However, it is difficult to characterize the utility of systems that
are established on logical association, behavioral evolution, and
reasoning [1]. In general, the assessment of such systems is cur-
rently limited to rough comparative calculations [2].

1.1. Behavior utility is a descriptive form of system functions

Behaviors [3] are usually interpreted as mannerisms that are
manifested and controlled by thoughts, whose existence relies on
specific scenarios. Behavior [4] is a kind of action that causes an
object to change its present state under rational drives. Locomo-
tory movements of the components of the scenery from one state
to another result from the behavioral action. The action of com-
pound behaviors and the resulting locomotory movements com-
prise behavior utility.

A system [5] is a combination of three elements interacting
with each other: environment, structure, and function. There is a
close relationship between system behaviors and the elements in
a system. A behavioral scene is made up of the connection between
the system and its environment, and the structure of the connec-
tions of the components of the system. System behavior produces
interaction between structures, and integrates the environment
with the structure. A system function is property and ability that
is exhibited by the interaction between the system and the exter-
nal environment, and can be described by system behavior utility.

1.2. Using network behavior utility to describe network services and
applications

A network is a virtual space that performs all kinds of operations
and tasks. In a network system, the network objects consist of vari-
ous hardware and software equipment, alongwith information pro-
cesses that support the operations and tasks. The acquisition,
transmission, processing, storage, and sharing of network informa-
tion comprise network behavior, and the performance of the opera-
tions and tasks of networkbehavior comprises thenetworkbehavior
process. Any network behavior occurring in a network scenario con-
sists of all the components and systems that are providing digitized
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information (including various hardware and software devices, ses-
sions of information processes, and so on).

Various features of network services and applications are man-
ifested by the evolution of various network behaviors that are ori-
ented toward the objectives of the tasks. In essence, a network
application system is intended to implement network behavior
organization and control. Thus, the characteristics of network ser-
vices and applications [6] can be described in terms of behavior
utility.

With the aim of calculating the behavior utility of a network
system, this paper uses the concept of the differential manifold
[7] and tensor analysis [8], to provide mathematic definitions
and descriptions of network behavior, behavior path, and behavior
utility. The calculating method and the principle of network behav-
ior utility proposed here are based on differential geometry [9–12].
We also provide a calculation framework to measure the network
attack-defense confrontation, thus, we offer a mathematical foun-
dation for the quantitative measurement and evaluation of net-
work behavior.

2. Concepts of network behavior utility

Suppose that various types of objects in a network form a non-
empty set A, and that A satisfies the following constraints:

(1) A contains at least two different elements; and
(2) The elements in A are interrelated in a certain way.
Then A is called a network system, and the elements of A are the

components of the network system.
A network scenario is described as a network logical topology

with nodes and connections that can be represented as a multidi-
mensional weighted graph in mathematics. For the special multidi-
mensional weighted graph of a network scenario, the network
behavior can be described as a transformation connecting points,
lines, surfaces, bodies, and other information. The conducting of
network service and tasks can be described as a process that com-
pounds the above transformation processes.

2.1. Differential manifolds of network scenarios

An affine space can be established based on the network logic
topology. The mapping between different elements in set A can
be established as follows:

! : A� A ! V ð1Þ
where V is the m-dimensional vector space. The mapping maps any
pair of ordered points p, q in A to a vector pq�! 2 V in V, which sat-
isfies the following conditions:

(1) pp�! ¼ 0; 8p 2 A;
(2) 8p 2 A; 8v 2 V ; and there is only one point, q 2 A, that
makes pq�! ¼ v; and

(3) 8p; q; s 2 A; pq�!þ qs!¼ ps�!

:

Hence, a network scenario based on the network logic topology
can be described as anm-dimensional affine space, and the scenario
of a particular network behavior is a subspace of anm-dimensional
affine space. Thus, a network scenario can be described as a differen-
tial manifold. In other words, the network logic topology corre-
sponding to the network scenario and its added attributes can be
described as m-dimensional differential manifolds.

Suppose a network scenario is anm-dimensional smooth differ-
ential manifold M; we can then build a differential geometry
description for scenarios, states, and utilities in the network space,
as shown in Fig. 1.

Thus, we can give a basic definition and a mathematical
description of network behavior, behavior path, and behavior util-
ity based on the differential manifold.
2.2. Network behavior and behavior path

Definition 2.1: Behavior refers to a homeomorphic transforma-
tion from one covering to another in the differentiable manifold of
the scenario.

Suppose u : M ! M is a smooth homeomorphic mapping of
smooth manifold M to itself; then u is called a behavior of M. A
behavior from a 2 M to b 2 M establishes a path space XMða; bÞ:
XMða; bÞ ¼ fq : ½0;1� ! M qð0Þ ¼ a;qð1Þ ¼ bj g ð2Þ

The self-homeomorphic mapping of each point on the path
space XMða; bÞ can be described as a transformation. Transforma-
tions of all points on XMða; bÞ can be combined into a transforma-
tion group called a behavior transformation group.

The homeomorphic transformation from a 2 M to b 2 M forms a
segmented smooth directional curve connecting a; b 2 M in the
path space XMða; bÞ, as shown in Fig. 2.

Definition 2.2: A behavior path is a directed segmented smooth
curve that connects the starting point and the ending point of the
behavior transformation.

For a behavior path connecting a; b 2 M

qðtÞ : ½0;1� ! M;qð0Þ ¼ a;qð1Þ ¼ b; t 2 ½0;1� ð3Þ
where q is referred as the behavior path curve. Any point on the path
curve is called a point position, and t 2 ½0;1� is called the point posi-
tion parameter.

For any point position on the behavior path, the transformation
will cause the point to make an instantaneous movement along the
behavior curve path. A behavior path has the following properties:

(1) Parallel movement of the point position. The movement of

any point position on the behavior path occurs simultaneously
with a parallel movement on the tangential field of the path
curve q.
For each point position of the path curve, the instantaneous
velocity is the tangent of the path curve at that point, and the direc-
tion of the instantaneous movement is the instantaneous velocity
direction of the point position. Thus, in the tangent space of the dif-
ferential manifold M, there exists a vector field paralleling the tan-
gent of the path curve. Furthermore, the movement along the path
curve can be described as a parallel movement on the vector field.

The parallel movement of the point position establishes the lin-
ear isomorphism of the tangent space Tqð0ÞM and the tangent space
TqðtÞM along the path curve q.

(2) Uniqueness of the parallel vector field. There exists a

unique vector field, which parallels the tangent of the behavior
path curve on the differential manifold.
For path curve described in Eq. (3), we define v0 as the velocity
(i.e., tangent vector) of the path curve q at point a (t = 0). Thus, on
the manifold M, we can determine the only tangent vector field
vðtÞ parallel to the tangent vector along the path curve based on
the starting point moving velocity v0 of the behavior path. As a
component of vðtÞ, v iðtÞ is the unique solution to the following
homogeneous linear ordinary differential equations:

dXiðtÞ
dt þ X jðtÞ dxiðtÞ

dt Ci
jk½qðtÞ� ¼ 0

vð0Þ ¼ v0

(
ð4Þ

where xiðtÞ ¼ xi½qðtÞ�; X is the tangent vector field; i, j, and k are the

indexes of coordinate component; and Ci
jk½qðtÞ� is the Christoffel

symbol of the point qðtÞ.

2.3. The action and utility of network behavior

The instantaneous movement of the point changes with the
homeomorphic transformation at any point in the behavior path,
thus allowing the action of the behavior to be defined.



Fig. 1. Scenario, behavior, state, and utility of the differential geometry description.

Fig. 2. Behavior, behavior path, and displacement.
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Definition 2.3: The action of a certain point on the behavior
path is the transformation changing the movement state of the
point.

An infinitesimal neighborhood is chosen at any point on the dif-
ferential manifold M. Then the change of the instantaneous veloc-
ity at this point position can be described as the total derivative of
the instantaneous velocity to the point position parameter. When
the point position is limited to the behavior path, the change of
the movement state is reflected as the change of the instantaneous
movement velocity of the point position in the parallel vector field.
Therefore, the action of a certain point position on the behavior
path can be described as follows: the total derivative of the instan-
taneous velocity of the point position to the point position param-
eter on the behavior path—that is, the covariance derivative of the
tangent vector of the parallel tangent vector field at the point posi-
tion of the path curve.

At any point position of the differential manifold, the covariance
derivative is a smooth vector on the manifold M. Thus, the point
position on the behavior path is called the point of action, the direc-
tion of the covariance derivative is called the direction of action, and
the length of the covariance derivative vector is called the action
magnitude.

Each point of action on the differential manifold behavior path
produces an instantaneous velocity value based on the instanta-
neous movement speed, thus forming the differential element of
utility at that point.

Definition 2.4: The differential element of utility at a certain
point on the behavior path is the dot product of the action vector
and the infinitesimal motion vector at that point.

The cutting line vector between two mobile points is formed by
any action of the point along the path of action, which is called the
movement vector of the action. If we denote the action of the behav-
ior (described in Eq. (4)) of the path at qðtÞ point as D½v ;q0ðtÞ� and
the infinitesimal movement vector under the action of the point
qðtÞ as dsqðtÞ, then the action utility of point position qðtÞ is:
dEqðtÞ ¼ D v;q0ðtÞ½ � � dsqðtÞ ð5Þ
Therefore, dEqðtÞ is a scalar that is independent of the selection
of the localized coordinate system of the manifold because the
m-dimensional smooth manifolds M, D½v;q0ðtÞ�, and dsqðtÞ are both
m-dimensional vectors.

Definition 2.5: The behavior utility is the sum of the action util-
ity of all points on a behavioral path.

Because the action utility at any point is a scalar, the behavior
utility on a continuous behavior path is the normal integration of
the action utility in the range of parameters.

3. Calculation principles of network behavior utility

The fixed reference coordinate system O; x1; x2; :::; xm
� �

is chosen
on a differential manifold M. For any point position qðtÞ on it, the
vector r of the coordinate value xi is a function of the point param-
eter t:

r ¼ r xiðtÞ� � ð6Þ
The derivative of t is calculated and expressed with the Einstein

summation convention as follows:

dr
dt

¼ @r
@xi

dxi

dt
¼ dxi

dt
gi ð7Þ

where gi is the instantaneous covariant basic vector at the point
position at time t, and can be expressed as follows:

gi ¼ gi x
kðtÞ� � ð8Þ

Thus, when the point position parameter changes from t to (t +
dt),

vðtÞ ¼ dr
dt

¼ v iðtÞgiðtÞ ð9Þ

where v iðtÞ ¼ dxiðtÞ
dt , and vðtÞ describes the movement vector of the

point position qðtÞ on the differential manifold M (Fig. 3).
Thus, vðtÞ determines the tangent vector field on a differential

manifold—that is, the movement vector fieldM over the point posi-
tion qðtÞ.

3.1. Calculation of the action of network system behavior

The tangent vector of the path curve q at point position qðtÞ is
denoted by uðtÞ, which satisfies

q0ðtÞ ¼ uðtÞ ð10Þ
Suppose uð0Þ ¼ vð0Þ is the tangent of path curve denoted by Eq.

(3) at the point position p (t = 0). vðtÞ is the tangent vector field
that is determined by Eq. (4) and parallel to the tangent of the path
curve on M. Then, at the point position qðtÞ, uðtÞ and vðtÞ have the
same instantaneous covariant vector,



Fig. 3. The motion vector of the point qðtÞ.
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uðtÞ ¼ uiðtÞgi x
kðtÞ� � ð11Þ

Derive the derivative of t

duðtÞ
dt

¼ duðtÞ
dt

gi þ ul dgl x
kðtÞ� �

dt
ð12Þ

where l is an coordinate component; dgl
dt ¼ @gl

@xk
dxk
dt ¼ Ci

kl
dxk
dt gi; and Ci

kl

is the Christoffel symbol, which satisfies

@gl

@xk
¼ Ci

klgi ð13Þ

Thus, the total derivative of the vector component ui for the
parameter t is:

Dui

Dt
¼ dui

dt
þ ulvkCi

kl ð14Þ

where the first term reflects the variation of the component ui with
the parameter t, and the second term reflects the change in the
instantaneous basic vector due to the change in the point caused
by the point position movement.

In Eq. (13),
dgl xkðtÞ½ �

dt ¼ Dq0 ðtÞgiðtÞ is the covariance derivative of
giðtÞ on q0ðtÞ. Since giðtÞ is the parallel movement of gi along q,
we have

Dq0 ðtÞgiðtÞ ¼ 0 ð15Þ
According to Eqs. (13) and (15), the action of point position qðtÞ

on the behavior path is

D v ;q0ðtÞ½ � ¼ duiðtÞ
dt

gi ð16Þ

where uðtÞ is the tangent vector of the behavior path curve q at the
point qðtÞ, and gi is the instantaneous covariant vector of the point
position at time t.

Therefore, for any point position qðtÞ on the behavior path curve
q, Eq. (16) gives the calculation of the action D½v;q0ðtÞ� at the point
position.

3.2. Calculation method for network system behavior utility

The tangent vector of the path curve q is

q0ðtÞ ¼ lim
Dt!0

qðt þ DtÞ � qðtÞ
Dt

ð17Þ

When q0ðtÞ ¼ 0, the corresponding point is the critical point;
when q0ðtÞ – 0, the corresponding point is a regular point on the
curve. If all points on the curve are regular points, the curve
becomes a regular curve.

The critical point is the cutoff point of the path space XMða; bÞ
described by Eq. (2). The critical point q0ðtcÞ ¼ 0 (tc is the critical
value) has the following features:
� The differential element of utility at the critical point is 0; that
is, EqðtcÞ ¼ 0 , because D½v ;q0ðtÞ� ¼ 0.

� Different calculation forms for the differential element of utility
are applied around the critical point. We have an infinitesimal
positive number e at tc to make XMtc�e different from XMtcþe ,
thus, the calculation forms of vector field q0ðtÞ are different.
Suppose path curve q contains d critical points, denoted by

fci; i ¼ 1;2; :::;dg ð18Þ
where ci is the ith critical value and these critical points divide the
behavior interval ½a; b� into the following dþ 1 regular segments:

f½a; c1�; ½c1; c2�; :::; ½cd�1; cd�; ½cd; b�g ð19Þ
Thus, the behavior utility calculation on the behavior path can be

transformed into a behavior utility problem on a regular segment.

3.2.1. Behavioral computation of regular segments
From Eq. (10), the movement of the p point position occurs on

the behavior path q; then the movement vector dq in interval dt is

dq ¼ uigidt ð20Þ
In fact, dq is the arc length element of the path curve at the

point p, and the differential element of utility is

dEqðtÞ ¼ D v;q0ðtÞ½ � � ðuigidtÞ ¼
duiðtÞ
dt

gi

� �
� ðuigidtÞ ð21Þ

Using Eq. (15) and considering gij ¼ gi � gj, we have

dEqðtÞ ¼ giju
jðtÞduiðtÞ ð22Þ

where uðtÞ is the tangent vector of the behavior path curve q at the
point qðtÞ.

Thus, in a regular segment ½p; q�, the behavior utility based on
the covariant vector is calculated as follows:

E½p;q� ¼
Z 1

0
giju

jðtÞduiðtÞ ð23Þ

where uðtÞ is the tangent vector of the behavior path curve q at the
point position qðtÞ, and gij ¼ gi � gj.

Therefore, for the path curve described in Eq. (3), Eq. (23) gives
the calculation of the behavior utility in the regular segment ½p; q�.

3.2.2. Calculation of DuiðtÞ in the utility formula
The calculation of DuiðtÞ involves the covariance derivative of

the smooth vector field. The smooth structure of the manifold M
is insufficient; it is necessary to add another structure onto the
smooth manifold M. We add the Riemann structure to the smooth
manifold M. From Eq. (3), we know that a and b are the critical
points of the path curve q:

vð0Þ ¼ uð0Þ ¼ 0
vð1Þ ¼ uð1Þ ¼ 0

	
ð24Þ

According to Morse theory (II), there exists a smooth geodesic c
from a to b on the Riemann manifold M, where

(1) vðtÞ is the tangent vector field on the smooth geodesic c; and
(2) uðtÞ is a nonzero Jacobi field along the geodesic c.
For vðtÞ, we have

dv i

dt þ Ci
kl

dvk

dt
dv l

dt ¼ 0
vð0Þ ¼ vð1Þ ¼ 0

(
ð25Þ

where

Ci
jk ¼

1
2
gil @gjl

@xk
þ @gkl

@x j
� @gjk

@xl


 �
ð26Þ
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For uðtÞ, suppose V ¼ dc
dt ¼ v1;v2; . . . ;vm

� �
, U ¼ dq

dt ¼
u1;u2; . . . ;um
� �

, we then have

D2U
dt2

þ RðV ;UÞV ¼ 0 ð27Þ

where RðV ;UÞ is the curvature of operator, which satisfies

½RðV ;UÞV �i ¼ Ri
jklv

jvkv l ð28Þ

Ri
jkl ¼

@Ci
jk

@xl
� @Ci

jl

@xk
þ Cr

jkC
i
rl � Cr

jlC
i
rk ð29Þ

Solving the ordinary differential Eqs. (25) and (27), we obtain
the unique solution: vðtÞ, uðtÞ.

3.3. Calculation principle of behavior utility

3.3.1. Determination of the critical point of the path curve
From Eq. (3), if c is the critical point for the behavior path curve

q, then the gradient rqðcÞ of q at c is 0, and under the local coor-
dinates ðx1; x2; . . . ; xmÞ of c, are

rqðcÞ ¼ @qðcÞ
@x1

; . . . ;
@qðcÞ
@xm

� �
¼ 0 ð30Þ

If the Hessian matrix HqðcÞ ¼ @2qðcÞ
@xi@x j

h i
of q at c is non-degenerate,

that is,

det HqðcÞ½ � – 0 ð31Þ
then there are m eigenvalues kj ð1 6 j 6 mÞ for HqðcÞ. If the number
of negative eigenvalues in kj is k, then k is called the Morse index of
the critical point c.

According to Morse theory, if c 2 q�1½a; b� is the only critical

point, then Mb is homotopically equivalent to the CW complex

Mb ¼ Ma [ Sk ¼ Ma
a

Sk=fx � uðxÞjx 2 @Skg ð32Þ

where
‘

represents the disjoint union, Sk is a k-dimensional sphere,

and u : @Sk ! Ma represents a homeomorphism.
For the differential manifold of regular segments on the behav-

ior path, we use the homotopically equivalent CW complex
description. The Morse index of ci at the critical point is defined
as ki. At the starting point of the path, we have k0 ¼ 0; Morse the-
ory is used to obtain the homotopically equivalent relation of the
differential manifold, as shown in Table 1.

When calculating the behavior utility of each regular segment,
we use the homotopically equivalent CW complex as the descrip-
tive manifold of M.

3.3.2. The principle of behavior utility on the path
The behavior utility of a path curve q is the sum of the behavior

utility of all regular segments on it; that is,

E ¼
Xd�1

i¼1

E½ci ;ciþ1 � ð33Þ

where E½ci ;ciþ1 � is the behavior utility of the behavior in the regular
segment ½ci; ciþ1� of the path curve.
Table 1
Homotopical equivalence of differential manifolds.

Path curve regular segment Homotopically equivalent CW complex

½a; c1� S0

½ci; ciþ1� S0 [ Sj¼i
j¼1S

kj
� 

½cd ; b� S0 [ Sj¼d
j¼1S

kj
� 
In an arbitrary regular segment ½ci; ciþ1� of the path curve, let the
path curve be qi, and let qið0Þ ¼ ci, qið1Þ ¼ ciþ1. Then from Eq. (4),
we have

E½ci ;ciþ1 � ¼
Z 1

0
D v i;q

0
iðtÞ

� � � dsqiðtÞ ð34Þ

where q0
iðtÞ is the tangent of the path curve at the point position

qiðtÞ, vðtÞ is a vector field determined by the tangent vector of
qið0Þ and its parallel qiðtÞ, D½v i;q0

iðtÞ� is the action of qiðtÞ on the
behavior path, dsqiðtÞ is the infinitesimal movement vector of the
point position qiðtÞ.

4. Evaluation framework of the network attack-defense
confrontation based on behavior utility

A network system security evaluation can be performed from a
variety of perspectives, with different methods of evaluation for
each perspective. During the assessment process of the network
attack and defense, we are often confronted with the question of
whether a given network security defense system has enough abil-
ity to resist a certain type of attack. This paper proposes an evalu-
ation framework for such questions by calculating the utility of
network attack and defense.

4.1. Identification and recognition of network attack and defense

The essence of network system security is a balance between
network attack and defense from the perspective of offensive and
defensive confrontation. Network attack and defense can be man-
ifested as network behavior. In certain network scenarios, we can
establish behavior utility judgment and identification criteria of
the network system security, as shown in Fig. 4.

Sec ¼ Security; ED P EA

Unsecurity; ED < EA

	
ð35Þ

where ED is the defense behavior utility and EA is the attack behav-
ior utility.

A network attack is a process composed of a number of different
sessions. For each attack target, we can determine the correspond-
ing attack behavior and attack scenarios. At the same time, there
are corresponding defensive goals and behaviors in the corre-
sponding attack scenarios, as shown in Fig. 5.

Suppose the given attack A consists of n sessions; the attack
behavior corresponding to the ith session is

Ai ¼ faij; j ¼ 1;2; . . . ;mg ð36Þ
Fig. 4. Utility criteria for network system security.
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where aij is the ith session of the jth attack behavior, which satisfies

ai1 � ai2 � . . . � aim ð37Þ
where � is partial order.

Let the ith session of the attack scenario be Mi, then the defen-
sive behavior of the corresponding scenario is

Di ¼ fdik; k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;mg ð38Þ
where dik is the kth defense of the ith session, which satisfies

di1 � di2 � . . . � dim ð39Þ
where � is partial order.

Thus, the attack utility in the ith session is the behavior utility
of the ordered attack behavior set Ai in the Mi scenario; that is,

EAi ¼
Xm
j¼1

Eaij ð40Þ

The defense utility in the ith session is the behavior utility of the
ordered defense behavior set Di in the Mi scenario; that is,

EDi
¼

Xm
k¼1

Edik ð41Þ

Since the behavior of the attack and defensive sequences occurs
in the same scenario, if EAi

P EDi
, then the ith attack is successful;

otherwise, the attack is unsuccessful, according to Eq. (35).
Fig. 5. Offensive and defensive behav
We can obtain the following judgment and identification crite-
ria of the network attack and defense. According to the criteria, by
using attack and defense behavior utility calculations in different
scenarios, we can achieve judgment and identification of the net-
work attack and defense.
Judgment and identification criteria of the network attack and
defense

Given the network security defense system, for each session of
the specified attack,

(1) If all sessions’ attack behavioral utilities are greater

than their defense behavioral utilities, the attack process is
successful; and
(2) If the attack behavior utility of a certain session is less than

its defense behavior utility, the previous session can be identified
as the stage of the attack.
4.2. Network security assessment framework based on attack and
defense effectiveness

Network security assessment based on the attack and defense
effectiveness includes three parts: determination of the scenario
differential manifolds, the behavior path calculation, and identifi-
cation of offensive and defensive behavior utility. Its processing
flow is shown in Fig. 6.
ior and scenario decomposition.



Fig. 6. Network security assessment process based on attack and defense effectiveness.
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4.2.1. Determination of scenario differential manifolds
Using the attack and defense behavior and scenario decomposi-

tion method of Fig. 5, we can obtain the scenarios of all sessions in
the attack process along with the partial positives of the attack
behavior and the defense behavior in each scenario. Using the
non-empty set of various types of network objects involved in
the scenario, we can obtain the scenario affine space. Thus, we
can determine the differential structure of the scenario and the
action points sequences of the attack-defense behavior on the dif-
ferential manifold.

4.2.2. Behavior path calculation
The Riemann structure is added to the differential manifolds of

the scenario. In the action point sequences of the attack-defense
behavior, we use the geodesic connection of adjacent points. Thus,
in the case of differential manifolds, we can obtain the attack path
curve and the defense path curve.

4.2.3. Identification of offensive and defensive behavior utility
Based on the principle of network behavior utility calculation,

we can calculate the behavior utility of the partial positives of
the attack and defense behavior, respectively, under the attack
path and defense path of the differential manifold. Using the crite-
ria for the identification and recognition of network attack and
defense, we can determine whether the attack was successful or
not, and identify the stage that the attack can reach.
5. Conclusion

This paper presents a principle and method for the accurate
calculation of network behavior utility based on the principle
of differential geometry. The basic idea is to use differential
manifolds to describe the network scenario and define the net-
work behavior as a self-homeomorphic transformation on the
differential manifold. Using behavior and its parallel movement
at the action point on a tangent vector field, the network behav-
ior utility is quantitatively described. For the Riemann manifold
scenario, we establish a principle and method for network
behavior utility calculation.
To push forward the metric to obtain a precise calculation, we
must propose a unified global metric indicator, and establish a the-
oretical basis for the quantitative calculation and evaluation. This
paper provides a quantitative calculation method for network
behavior utility. The description of a behavior scenario and the def-
inition and calculation of behavior utility are all realized with
mathematical definitions and reasoning, and the obtained value
of the network behavior utility is a scalar, that is independent of
the choice of a localized coordinate system.

Behavior utility is the basic indicator of the design and evalua-
tion of a system based on a logical behavioral relationship. The
research described in this paper provides implications for future
research.
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